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Some of the difficulty attendant on the measurement of evapora
tion arose from the original formulation of the problem. E vapora
tion was thought of as the reverse of precipitation, and since precipi
tation could be measured in a straightforw ard m anner by collect
ing samples in rain gages it seemed reasonable to seek analogous
methods for evaporation—to allow w ater to evaporate freely from an
evaporation gage back into the atmosphere and to measure the
loss. The w ater caught in rain gages does provide a measure of the
precipitation falling upon a n atu ra l surface, bu t water lost from an
evaporimeter provides only a rough measure of evaporation from
reservoirs or other free water surfaces and no measure at all from
land surfaces. D epth of precipitation is almost exclusively a func
tion of the physical qualities of the atmosphere. B ut the depth of
w ater evaporated from a surface is a function of the physical
properties not only of the atmosphere but also of the evaporating
surface.
Nearly a century ago George Marsh said :
‘ ‘ There is one branch of research which is of the utmost im
portance . . . b ut which, from the great difficulty of direct
observation upon it, has been less successfully studied than
almost any other problem of physical science. I refer to the
proportions between precipitation, superficial drainage, absorp
tion, and evaporation. Precise actual measurement of these
quantities upon even a single acre of ground is impossible . . . ”

Since th at time much progress has been made in the measurement
i Abstracted largely from ‘ ‘ Measurement of Evaporation from Land and
W ater Surfaces,” by C. W. Thornthwaite and Benjam in Holzman, XJ. S. Dept.
Agr. Tech. Bui. 817, May 1942. Since the original report is completely docu
mented, all literature citations are here omitted.

of precipitation and runoff, and recently a great deal of attention
has been given to the problems involved in the measurement of
infiltration into different soils and under different forms of soil
management. B u t evaporation has continued to resist measure
ment, despite the fact th a t its determ ination has become increas
ingly necessary as measurements of rainfall, runoff, and infil
tration have been improved.
In recent years investigations on the vertical distribution of
tem perature, moisture, and wind velocity in the lower layers of
the atmosphere have resulted in notable advances in our un d er
standing of the mechanism of the tran sfer of moisture, heat, and
momentum through these layers. This, in tu rn , has led to a re
examination of the old problem of evaporation measurement, with
the result th at it is now coming to be regarded as a transfer problem
rath er than one of sampling.
W ater-vapor molecules will move away from an evaporating
surface by the ordinary process of diffusion. B u t diffusion is so
slow th a t molecules would re tu rn to the surface of the liquid nearly
as rap idly as they leave it, and evaporation would be an extremely
unim portant process if the w ater vapor were not removed from
the vicinity of the liquid surface in some other way. Actually, the
process of turbulent mixing is so much more im portant th an mole
cular diffusion in carrying w ater molecules away from an evaporat
ing surface, th a t it may be considered almost wholly responsible for
evaporation. In th e-tu rb u le n t layer the m ixing process depends
on the shearing stresses associated with the roughness of the ground
and with wind velocity, and increases as the values of these factors
increase. The mixing process also depends upon the stability or
density structure of the air, the intensity of mixing diminishing,
under otherwise constant conditions, as stability increases. The
vertical motion of the air in the turbu lent layer tends to establish
an adiabatic distribution of tem perature and a uniform adm ixture
of w ater vapor, and thus to eliminate differences in moisture con
centration. I f moisture is neither added to nor w ithdraw n from
the turbulent layer, its moisture content quickly becomes uniform
throughout.
On the other hand, water vapor em itted from an evaporating
surface is transported upw ard and scattered throughout the tu rb u 

lent layer. Thus, as long as a stream of w ater vapor flows upw ard
into the turbulent layer the moisture concentration will be highest
at its base and diminish upward, and a moisture gradient directed
upw ard will be established. Such a gradient can be m aintained
only so long as moisture continues to be added below. Soon after
evaporation ceases, the moisture is distributed uniform ly through
out the layer, and the moisture gradient is thereby destroyed.
Similarly, if w ater vapor is abstracted from the base of the layer
by condensation in the form of dew or frost, the moisture concen
tration there will be reduced; and so long as removal of moisture
continues, a moisture gradient directed downward will be main
tained. The greater the intensity of tu rbu lent mixing, the greater
is the tendency toward the establishment of uniform ity of moisture
concentration and the greater the evaporation or condensation re
quired to m aintain a constant gradient upw ard or downward.
Similarly, with a given rate of turb ulent mixing, the greater the
rate of evaporation, the steeper will be the moisture gradient.
A ir flowing along the surface of the ground encounters a fric
tional resistance and is slowed down. The effect of this resistance
is felt for hundreds of feet aloft. W ithin this zone of frictional
influence each successively higher layer of air moves faster th an
the one immediately beneath so th a t shearing stresses are set up
between them, which result in the upw ard and downward displace
ment of small masses of air, each tending to preserve the horizontal
velocity th at it had previously. I f a mass moves upw ard to a faster
moving layer, in the process of mixing it will tend to retard the
air in the higher layer. Similarly, a mass of air moving downward
will tend to speed up the air in the lower layer. Thus, the d iffer
ence in velocity between two adjacent levels tends to be equalized as
horizontal momentum is transferred downward and ultim ately
dissipated at the ground. The tendency toward equalization of
velocity depends on the rate of vertical mass interchange, or the
intensity of turbulent mixing.
The greater the differences in velocity between adjacent layers,
or the stronger the shear, the greater is the tendency for turbulence
to develop and to reduce the shear. I f there were no external
influences helping to m aintain the differences in wind velocity at
different levels, turbulent mixing would eventually equalize the

velocities in all levels and the air would move as a solid. However,
since the supply of momentum in the upper air is practically in
exhaustible, and since momentum is constantly being converted
into heat and lost at the ground surface, wind velocities in different
levels are never completely equalized. Thus, although turbulence
tends to destroy shear, nevertheless the strongest mixing at a fixed
level near the ground is associated with the strongest shear.
The dependence of vertical differences in velocity on the intensity
of turbulent mixing is im portant in the measurement of evapora
tion because it enables us to determine the rate of mixing in the
atmosphere by measuring the vertical gradient of wind velocity.
The intensity of turbulent interchange or the Austausch co
efficient is related to the wind gradient by the following equatio n:

(1)
Moisture is transferred upw ard through the atmosphere from an
evaporating surface by the same tu rb ulent motion th a t causes a
downward transfer of momentum, and it can be shown th at

in which E is evaporation, dq/dz is the rate of the change of mois
tu re concentration with respect to height, and A is again the Aus
tausch coefficient. Since it is reasonably assumed th a t the Aus
tausch for momentum and m atter are the same, the value of A in
Eq. (1) can be substituted in Eq. (2) :

pk02z (u2 — Mi) dq
(3)
A fter solving for dq/dz and integrating between levels z2 and z1
in the turbulent layer, the general equation for evaporation is
obtained:

The form ula giving evaporation in inches depth per hour is
1.34 k„2P (q 1 — q2) ( u2 — Mi)

E =

2

(T + 459.4)
where k0 is the universal turbulence constant, P the pressure in
inches of mercury, q2 and qt the specific hum idity in grams of mois
tu re per kilogram of air, u2 and ux the mean w ind velocities in miles
p er hour at heights z2 and zt , and T the tem perature in degrees
Fahrenheit.
The accuracy with which evaporation is determ ined depends
on the accuracy of measurement of each of these terms. Both
moisture and wind appear as differences th a t are usually quite
small. Proportionately small errors in observation of moisture
concentration or wind velocity can result in large percentage errors
in the differences and consequently in the final computation of
evaporation. Likewise, k0 enters the equation as a squared term ;
thus any error in the determ ination of its value is exaggerated in
the evaporation computation.
Neither atmospheric hum idity nor w ind velocity is easy to
m easure; and of the two, surprisingly enough, it appears th a t the
latter is the more difficult. I t is quite as im portant to know the
vertical structure of velocity with low wind speeds as with high.
B ut meteorologists have never given much attention to the measure
ment of low velocities, and, consequently, anemometers are
designed to withstand velocities at the u p p er limit of the scale
but are so insensitive th at they stop altogether at low velocities.
The frictional resistance and inertia of the fam iliar whirling-cup
anemometer are such th a t correction factors obtained for steady
flow in a wind tunnel do not yield tru e mean values for the v ary
ing velocities encountered in the free atmosphere. Furtherm ore,
it is not easy to find a num ber of anemometers whose starting
speeds, stopping speeds, and ru n n in g speeds are identical. Thus,
when simultaneous measurements are made with a num ber of
anemometers at different levels, in order to define a velocity
gradient, the difficulties are m ultiplied and there may be con
siderable error, p articularly in the low-velocity range. Going
downward in the wind profile, velocities below the running speeds

of the anemometers are increasingly frequent; this is an added
source of error.
Because of these difficulties, there are in existence few good ob
servations of wind velocity at various levels n ear the ground, in
spite of the importance of a knowledge of wind structure in the
determ ination of the characteristics and m agnitude of turbulent
mass interchange. Most recent studies of the structure of the wind
near the ground have made use of observations published by Hellmann, Shaw, Wiist, Best, and Sverdrup, which are neither very
numerous nor free from instrum ental error. To obtain a precise
law of vertical w ind distribution in the layer near the ground it is
necessary to have observations taken throughout the day and at
various seasons of the year, providing accurate measurements at
various velocities, du ring different conditions of atmospheric stabil
ity, and over different kinds of surfaces.
Most workers have used either a power law or a logarithmic law
in attem pting to express the relationship between wind velocity
and height. The power law has usually taken the form

u = ut za
where u is wind velocity at height z and m, is wind velocity at unit
height. The logarithmic law is of the type
XL

log z — log z0
,
log a

where log z0 is the ordinate intercept and log a is the slope of the
straight line obtained by plotting log z as ordinate and u as abscissa.
The weight of observational evidence has led to a preference for
the logarithmic law. Furtherm ore, the theoretical form ulation de
veloped by the P ra n d tl school requires th at the vertical distribution
of wind velocity follow a logarithmic law in the p a rt of the tu r 
bulent layer where shearing stress, r, and density, p, may be as
sumed constant.
Available observations are not sufficiently accurate to determine
the precise form of the vertical distribution of wind. There is a
suggestion, however, in observations being made currently th at
neither power nor logarithmic law adequately describes the d istri
bution, but th at a power of the velocity other than the first power is
proportional to the logarithm of height. F o r unstable conditions

u2 plotted against log z gives a very close approach to a straight
line, and as stability increases the appropriate power of the velocity
diminishes. I t appears, therefore, th at an improvement in the law
of vertical wind distribution is achieved by combining logarithmic
and power law s:
Uv =

log 2 — log Zq
log a

— ---------------- -—

The exponent p is believed to vary between 2.0 with fully developed
turbulence and some value less than 1.0 when turbulence reaches
its smallest actual value. Should additional observations confirm
the tentative conclusion th at in fully developed turbulence the
square ra th e r than the first power of the velocity varies w ith the
logarithm of height, it will be necessary to re-examine and revise
the theory of fluid turbulence as developed by the P ra n d tl school.
This is an im portant task for fluid mechanics.
In the theoretical treatm ent of turbulence, P randtl, von Karman, Rossby, and others have introduced the concept of the mixing
length. The mixing length is considered as the vertical distance
traveled by the eddies from the level where they originate to the
level where they lose their individuality and mix with the turbulen t
fluid surrounding them. This “ path of m ixing” is related to the
size of the eddies; the larger the diam eter of an eddy, the greater
the distance it m ay travel before it disintegrates. A pparently, too,
the size of an eddy is directly proportional to the distance from the
boundary surface at which it forms. Thus the mixing length is
proportional to the height. This relationship is shown by the ex
pression

I = k0z
in which k0 is a constant of proportionality, known as the “ u n i
versal turbulence constant,” or von K a rm an ’s constant.
The constant of proportionality, ka, relates the mixing length, I,
to height, 2. Its num erical value has been determ ined m ainly from
measurements of velocity distributions of w ater in smooth and
rough pipes and from w ind-tunnel measurements, and has various
ly been found to be 0.36, 0.38, and 0.40. A recent study of flow
of w ater in open channels has yielded values of k0 ranging between
0.22 and 0.43 depending on the geometry of the channel.

The constant, k0, can he determ ined in a straightforw ard m anner
for flow in wind tunnels and pipes because independent measure
ments of the shearing stress may be made in term s of the pressure
distribution as well as the velocity distribution. Since no such
straightforw ard procedure can be used in the free air, k0 has never
been determined fftr the atmosphere, and thus its appropriate n u 
merical value is uncertain.
There is a strong suspicion th at the currently adopted value of

k0 of 0.38 is too low. We have made observations on moisture and
wind and have computed the evaporation for several locations. The
computations are all of the right order of m agnitude b ut seem to be
smaller th an one m ight expect.
Over a meadow in Arlington, Va., during 10 months in 1939, the
computed total evapo-transpiration was 11.97 inches. The precipi
tation for the same period was 26.34 inches. Taking account of
condensation in the amount of 1.81 inches also, the run off for the
period is computed to be 16.18 inches. The ru no ff for the same
period from the 8.5-square-mile drainage basin of the N orth River a
few miles east of W ashington was 13.85 inches, according to Geo
logical Survey measurements. Precipitation is not identical in the
two areas and they are not strictly comparable in other respects. On
the basis of the comparison the evaporation at Arlington might
reasonably be 2.33 inches or 19 percent greater than its computed
value. An increase in the value of k0 from 0.38 to 0.416 would have
given the larger value of evaporation.
D uring the summer of 1941 we operated an evaporation station
over a cornfield at the National A gricultural Research Center in
M aryland. The computations of evapo-transpiration appear to be
reasonable but might have been somewhat larger.
In F ebruary, 1942, we installed a station over the water surface
of Lake Corpus Christi, Texas. The evaporation data only for the
month of March are as yet available bu t these values also are small
er than were expected.
I t will be possible, presumably, to check the value of k0 empirical
ly by determ ining the evaporation from the surface of a reservoir,
where the loss can also be determined independently by direct
measurement of inflow and outflow. However, a more direct de
term ination would be preferable.

A n equation developed by E rte l for determ ining the Austausch
coefficient from short-time fluctuations of any physical property
of the atmosphere, such as momentum, tem perature, specific hu
midity, or dust, suggests a possible way to determine k0. E r te l’s
Austausch equation does not contain the proportionality factor, k0.
Thus, if it is equated to P r a n d tl’s expression,for Austausch it
should be possible to determine the value of k0 from measurements
of the short-time fluctuations of wind velocity. This is a question
th a t m ight profitably be examined by someone actively working in
the field of atmospheric turbulence. A t any rate it is most im
p o rtant to obtain a more reliable value of k0 so long as P r a n d tl’s
theoretical formulation is followed.
I t is clear th at much remains to be done in the study of atmos
pheric turbulence, but enough has already been done to show th at
it is going to be possible to measure the evaporation from any n a tu 
ral surface. As the turbulence theory is revised, and as in stru 
ments for more accurate measurement of wind velocity and h u 
m idity are developed, the computations of evaporation should be
come more reliable. The fu tu re promises th at measurements of
the transfer of moisture to the atmosphere from all types of geo
graphic surfaces will become available, and th at they will provide
inform ation on the moisture requirem ents of various crops and
types of n atu ra l vegetation, and on the effectiveness of various
moisture-conserving practices. W ith the accumulation of this in
formation the interrelations of climate, hydrology, and agriculture
will be more clearly understood.

